
Review of Sample Statistics 

Sample Statistical Measures: 
When we take a sample, we use certain measures to describe it’s center and spread.  Using 

our calculator, we enter the sample data into L1; and then use CALC option 1 (1-VarStats) to 

get out many of the measures talked about below.  It provides two screens worth of data. 
 

Measures of Center: 
The measures of center used in statistics are the mean (x-bar, or  x ), median (second 

quartile – Q2 or M), and the mode.  The following table describes when we use each: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Measures of Spread: 
The measures of spread used in statistics are the variance, the standard deviation, the 

Inter-quartile range (IQR) and the range. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Box Plot: 
The box-plot is produced from the five-number summary (minimum, quartile 1 (Q1), median 

(M), quartile 3 (Q3), maximum).  Our calculator has two box-plots in the STAT-PLOT graphs; 

the first is the one we want to use because it automatically figures outliers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Outliers: 
John Tukey set the rule-of-thumb for outliers:  Any values outside the upper and lower 

fences are outliers.  Lower fence = Q1 – 1.5IQR  and Upper fence = Q3 + 1.5IQR  
 

Measures that are unaffected by outliers are called resistant.  For center it’s the median and 

the mode; for spread it’s the IQR (the middle 50% of the data). 

 

Name Formula Use for center if Symbols 

Mean The average value Data is symmetric μ or x 

Median 
The middle value of an ordered list, if odd 

Average of middle values if even # in list 
Data is skewed M 

Mode Value that occurs the most often Data is categorical none 

Midrange (Max + min) / 2 Asked for none 

Name Formula Use if Symbols 

Variance 
The average distance from the mean of any 

single data value 
Data is symmetric σ² or s²x 

Standard 

Deviation 

Square root of the variance 
Data is symmetric σ or sx 

IQR Quartile 3 – Quartile 1 Data is skewed IQR 

Range  Max – min  Asked for none 

Weight (lbs) 

   100  110 120 130 140 150 160 170 180 190 200 210 220 

* * 

Min Max 

Upper fence Lower fence 

Q1 Q3 M 

Outliers 

largest value inside the fence 



Worksheet Problems: 

1. Using your calculator, type in the following dataset of yards gained by the MSHS 

fullback in a game against Chilhowie:   

                 -12, 7, 32, 8, 1, -2, 14, 0, 6, 72, 18, 44, 8, 3, 8, 12, 20, 8, 15, 26  

Use your calculator to find the statistics (using 1-VarStats )and compute the 

following: 

 

a.  Mean: 

 

 

b.  Mode: 

 

c.  Median: 

 

d.  Range: 

 

 

e.  Standard Deviation: 

 

f.   Midrange: 

 

 

g.  Determine the quartiles:              Q1 =            Q2 =                   Q3 = 

  

h.  Compute the IQR (interquartile range) :      IQR =  

 

 

i.  Determine the lower and upper fences :         LF =                   UF = 

 

 

  

j.  Are there any outliers?   Yes or No 

 

g.  Draw a box plot of the data set 

   -40 -30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30 40 50 70 80 90 


